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Argyll House • Quarrywood Court • Livingston • EH54 6AX



EXTRAS 
Includes light fittings, floor coverings and integrated appliances  

VIEWING 
By appointment with Gibson estate agents call 0131 297 3177 

DESCRIPTION
An absolute gem of a property! 

A great opportunity has arisen to acquire a stunning 3 
bedroom 1st floor flat in a highly desirable location close to 
the town and local amenities. Light, bright and airy full of style 
and charm, it is decorated to a high standard throughout. It 
has a lovely layout which flows well to create flexible living 
accommodation.

Early viewing is recommended! 

THE PROPERTY COMPRISES OF:
• Welcoming hallway with ample storage space

• Bright, spacious lounge

• Modern fitted kitchen/dining room

• Stylish family bathroom with walk in shower 

• 3 double bedrooms 

• 2 parking spaces 

LOCATION
Leith is a renowned and historic area of Edinburgh, a vibrant 
city location with a mix of traditional and modern residential 
properties. The area is home to extensive convenience and 
specialist shopping, with a Tesco superstore on Duke Street. 
Nearby The Shore also offers a cosmopolitan range of bars, 
bistros, and Michelin-starred restaurants; whilst the Ocean 
Terminal complex has many high-street names, restaurants, 
gym, and multi-screen cinema. There are numerous public 
parks and squares, the expansive Leith Links, and The Water 
of Leith Walkway. There are highly-frequent bus services; a 
number of primary schools, with secondary schooling at Leith 
Academy, just south of there is easy access to universities/
colleges due to the regular bus services running from the 
area. Close by links out of the city include the Waverley Train 
Station, A1, City Bypass and the national motorway network.

PRICE £POA


